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Cost-Effectiveness Thresholds  



Outline

• What is the threshold?

• What should the threshold represent (in principle)?

• How can the NICE threshold be estimated (in practice)?

• Should the NICE threshold change?



System objectives

• Maximise some form of health benefit (e.g. QALY) 

subject to a budget constraint

• No budget constraint – budget always expand to fund 

treatments which offer health benefits reaching a 

particular social value.  Does such a system exist?
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Same concept again

Standard decision rule: ΔC/ ΔE < λ
ΔC/ ΔE = incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER)
λ = cost-effectiveness threshold

Rearrange to get:

• Net health benefit (NHB) = ΔE – (ΔC /  λ)

e.g.   
- Additional treatment costs: £60,000
- Additional QALYs: 4
- ICER = £15,000
- NHB = 1



What should the threshold represent in the NHS 

(in principle)?

• In principle, it is the ICER of the least cost-effective 
intervention currently funded

• Such programmes should be forced out by more cost-
effective options

• But the threshold will vary:
– By budget impact

– Across localities

• What should be displaced is not what is displaced
– Major information challenge of finding least cost-effective

– NICE should provide greater input into disinvestment 
decisions

– A range of constraints to disinvestment: political and 
economic



Empirical estimates of the threshold

• Past decisions by NICE

• Social willingness to pay

• Value of health used elsewhere in the public sector

• Data from the NHS on cost-effectiveness of existing 

services



What NICE says about the threshold value

Below a most plausible ICER of £20,000 per QALY gained, the decision 

to recommend the use of a technology is normally based on the cost-

effectiveness estimate and the acceptability of a technology as an 

effective use of NHS resources. When the estimated ICERs presented 

are less than £20,000 per QALY gained and the Committee judges that 

particular interventions should not be provided by the NHS, the 

recommendations will make specific reference to the Committee’s view 

on the plausibility of the inputs to the economic modelling and/or the 

certainty around the estimated ICER. …Above a most plausible ICER of 

£20,000 per QALY gained, judgements about the acceptability of the 

technology as an effective use of NHS resources will specifically take 

account of the following factors.
- The degree of certainty around the ICER 

- …. the change in HRQL has been inadequately captured 

- The innovative nature of the technology 

National Institute for Health and Clinical Excellence (NICE). Guide to the Methods of Technology Appraisal. 

London: NICE, 2008.



Basing the threshold on past decisions

Source: Devlin N, Parkin D. Health Economics 2004;13:437-52.



A societal willingness to pay

• A number of empirical studies on ‘social valuation’ of 

health against consumption

– Revealed preference

– Stated preference: contingent valuation, conjoint methods

• Some studies estimating social value of the QALY

• Could be used to compare with an ICER when no 

budget constraint

• If budget constraint, then these values do not replace 

the threshold

– Health gained and health displaced valued in same way

– Still need a threshold reflecting the value of what is displaced



Value of health from other sectors

• The value of a statistical life is used in the UK to inform 
transport investment decisions

• Also considered by other sectors (e.g. environment)

• These values are based on contingent valuation 
exercises

• In principle could be generalised to QALYs

• Tend to imply a higher valuation of health than NICE 

• Suggestion that government should strive to fund 
sectors to achieve this value
– Other sectors have objectives other than health gain

– Budgets reflect government valuation of other objectives



Using data on existing NHS services

What is actually displaced?

Appleby J, et al. Searching for cost effectiveness thresholds in the NHS. Health Policy (2009), 

doi:10.1016/j.healthpol.2008.12.010



Using data on existing NHS services

Difficulties of Appleby et al study

• Local decision makers mainly consider technical 

efficiency rather than cost-effectiveness

• Budget impact (irrespective of cost-effectiveness) used

• Some decisions involve trade-off between added costs 

and benefits, but quite rare

• Not clear whether the sample of decisions was 

complete



Estimating the threshold from aggregate data

Cost per life year saved

• Based on NHS programme budgets and mortality rates

• Econometric modelling to control for medical need

• Modelling variation between PCTs

• £ 15,387 for cancer (£19,070 per QALY)

• £   9,974 for circulation problems (£11,690 per QALY)

• £   5,425 for respiratory problems

• £ 21,538 for gastro-intestinal problems

• £ 26,428 for diabetes

Martin et al. Journal of Health Economics 27 (2008) 826–842



Should the threshold be changed?

• Pressure to increase because of increased NHS budget 
and inflation

• Considerable uncertainty regarding whether existing 
threshold correct

• But change will depend on budget, uses of budget and 
NHS productivity
– Much additional budget spent on things not easily displaced 

(e.g. GP salaries)

– Gains in productivity (e.g. generic drugs, new innovation) 
bring threshold down if greater than budget increase

– NICE can drive threshold down (if services displaces less 
cost-effective)

– Prices of potentially displaced services may not increase (e.g. 
use of generics)



Conclusions

• Any system with a budget constraint needs to define a 

threshold

• Reasonably clear about principles of what the threshold 

is and should represent

• Much more uncertainty about its empirical value

• Need more research to estimate its value and how it will 

change over time


